
1. Quality of the event

How useful for your professional activity did you !nd this event?
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EACCME® pa"icipant’s evaluation form
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If this activity was not useful, please explain why:

8 réponses

What was your overall impression of this event?

I'm a medicine student, then, this is all an amazing knowledge to my own professional
construction.

My hospital does not have the means to perform most of the surgeries exposed in this
Congresspeople

We don’t do robotics and many procedures are through open and not minimally invasive
approach

I didn't understand some presentations of the second session because of poor
pronunciation. I think, it is necessary to assure, that lector could read and explain on
eglish.

Its not my profesionales

Extremely usefull

All were good.
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What was the best aspect of this event?

117 réponses

Perfect use of time. Amazing transmission, even moblie.

Organization

took place

Multiple visions and aspects

The whole concept of minimal invasive surgery technique which can be used in the covid
scenario is applicable to our daily practice

Excellent

President’s lecture

The honesty of the results

The possibility of attending and presenting interesting cases/papers throughout the



What was the worst aspect of this event?

93 réponses

Relevance of the event

Did the event ful!ll your educational goals and expected learning
outcomes?

167 réponses

None

nothing

Synchronization

None

none

Nothing

DiSculty to understand the pronunciation

No one

Bad internet connection

Very much
Somewhat
Not much
Not at all
Undecided

29,9%

68,3%



Was the presented information well balanced and consistently suppo"ed
by a valid scienti!c evidence base?

167 réponses

How useful to you personally was each session?

Suitability of formats used during the event

Very much
Somewhat
Not much
Not at all
Undecided

25,1%

74,3%
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Was there adequate time available for discussions, questions & answers
and learner engagement?

167 réponses

Can you indicate any innovative elements during the activity?

59 réponses

Ways the event a#ects clinical practice

Online interaction

Each and every question was addressed irrespective of the speaker .

HUMAN XTENSIONS HANDHELD SOFTWARE-DRIVEN PLATFORM

-

Thorax

Casos clínicos

all the elements

The part where such a good congress could be attended by online was the best aspect

the positioning of the trocars in toracoscopic surgery

Yes, always almost always
Yes, sometimes
Only rarely
Never
Undecided

31,7%

59,9%



Will the information you learned be implemented in your practice?

167 réponses

Can you provide ONE example how this event will in$uence your future practice?

88 réponses

Commercial bias

New techniques

Got to know new surgical techniques

The basics have been very nicely reiterated.

Clinical practice and diagnosis

We will start performing PEPSIT

Avoid smoke risks in MIS

There is a lot of típs that I watch at videos that I am going to use in my personal practice

Taking more chances with using minimally invase and investing in courses for training in
MIS

I will try to implement more minimally invasive surgery in my practice

Very much
Somewhat
Not much
Not at all
Undecided

9,6%

43,1%

45,5%



Did all the faculty members provide their potential con$ict of interest
declaration with the sponsor(s) as a second slide of their presentation?

167 réponses

Can you provide an example of biased presentation in this activity?

42 réponses

None

no

No

none

No.

-

None.

Presentations were so good

interest of a new insubation device Airseal in Pediatric laparoscopy and its eventual
weakness of strength for Covid Patients

Yes, all
Yes, for the majoritythe
Yes, but only a small part
No
Undecided / don’t know

10,2%

32,3%

47,3%



Do you agree that the information was overall free of commercial and
other bias?

167 réponses

Ce contenu n'est ni rédigé, ni cautionné par Google. Signaler un cas d'utilisation abusive - Conditions d'utilisation -
Règles de conddentialité

Strongly agree
Rather agree
Rather disagree
Strongly disagree
Undecided / don’t know

23,4%

73,7%
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